
1.	Build games which interact with your mobile phone/ PC’s camera and move characters 
around with your hands movement.



2.	Learn how to draw Geometric Shapes with different available commands. Convert what 
you draw on paper into digital drawings.



3.	Talking to toys.

4.	Alarm clock controlled by a phone app.

5.	LCD game.

6.	IOT smart bulb - A RGB bulb that monitors and that can be enabled using a wifi module .



7.	 IOT Candle - This shows a beautiful candle using WIFI Module and RGB light .



8.	IOT incubator for growing bacteria - This monitors the growth of bacteria in this 
incubator. It is made up of some heating pads, fan, temperature sensors. All these are 
monitored by the microcontroller. 



9.	IOT door bell - This shows an automatic door bell which sends an sms or email.   Thus the 
owner can easily monitor from anywhere if someone knock his door..



10.	IOT Garage Door Monitor/Opener with Finger Print Scanner - The garage door opener can 
be used to monitor the garage door from anywhere through the mobile phones or by the 
led array. It can monitor the status of the door from anywhere and a finger print access is 
given to it in order to stop unauthorised access.



11.	Multi Room Music Player - A multi room audio system can be used to listen to music in 
every room of the house. The system uses a Raspberry Pi as the main controller with IR 
control and relay board for enabling or disabling speakers in specific room. Can be used 
with Ethernet or Wi-Fi and has the ability to play audio from PC, iPhone or online.



12.	Automatic Smart Parking System - This system finds the nearest parking area and also 
provides parking slot in the given area. Thus it reduces the time in finding parking area and 
also reduces fuel consumption of the vehicle.



13.	Intelligent Traffic Information System - The architecture of the system employs Internet 
of Things (IoT), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), RFID, GPS, cloud computing etc. The 
proposed system is based on IoT and the data collected from large number of sensors and 
RFIDs is transmitted wirelessly. IoT helps in improving traffic conditions, safety, efficiency 
and cost of implementation.



14.	IOT enabled Egg Tray - Monitors the count of eggs and displays it on the interent.Not 
only this it reminds the owner when he is near a grocery shop/mall about the low count.



15.	IOT Chat - IoT chat allows the IOT users to communicate with each other from anywhere 
in the world.this provides the robust and easy to use platform for IOT user and hackers to 
support their projects.
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